As part of the $1 billion Campaign for UC Davis, which launched in 2006 and concluded in May, the Graduate School of Management set an ambitious goal to raise $25 million. The School surpassed the goal and raised $25,558,607—102% of the goal—thanks to the generous philanthropic support of alumni, friends, students, staff, faculty, business partners, corporations and foundations. The goal was reached with contributions from 2,278 donors to support their passions and priorities, which includes graduate fellowships and awards, faculty research, endowed chairs, endowments, annual giving, and innovation and entrepreneurship activities. “We continue to make it a priority to responsibly steward your gifts to ensure the School continues to improve our student experience and support faculty who are trailblazers in their research fields and as teachers,” Dean Steven Currall said at a ceremony to mark the occasion and thank donors.

Thank You, Corporate Donors

The UC Davis Graduate School of Management continues to develop strong ties with the business community throughout California and beyond. By providing crucial funding and philanthropic support, our corporate partners help the School stay ahead of the curve in business education. We recognize and thank these companies, as well as our Business Partnership Program members, listed in bold, that have given so generously this past year.*

- Expedia, Inc.
- Fazeli Cellars
- Garnacha Wines
- Gartner, Inc.
- General Electric Foundation
- Harris Corporation
- Hewlett-Packard Company
- IBM Corporation
- Javelin Strategy & Research
- Johnson & Johnson
- Knudsen Vineyards
- Law Offices of Aaron O. Anguiano
- Merck & Co., Inc.
- Microsoft Corporation
- myEnologist
- Network for Good
- Nissan Technical Center North America
- Pepsi-Cola Company
- Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc.
- River City Bank
- Robert Half International, Inc.
- Ruhstaller Brewery/Gift Edge LLC
- Salesforce.com
- SanDisk Corporation
- Serra Vineyards
- Southwest Wines
- Teen Volunteers in Action
- The Water Agency, Inc.
- Trinitas Cellars
- Turkovich Family Wines
- VinPerfect, Inc.
- YYES, Co.

*Gifts and pledges received from July 1, 2013 through June 30, 2014.
Thank You

The UC Davis Graduate School of Management extends a special thank you to our generous donors who supported a variety of priority initiatives during the 2013-2014 fiscal year. We are pleased to share that the School received over $1.1 million in cash, pledges, bequests and in-kind donations from more than 710 donors. Your contributions are invested in the School, resulting in significant enhancements to further its mission of preparing leaders for global impact. We sincerely appreciate your support.

We wish to recognize our Dean’s Executive Circle members who have made gifts of $1,000 or more to the School during the past fiscal year.

$500,000+
Michael & Renée Child

$100,000 – $499,999
Barry & Lynda Keller

$25,000 – $99,999
Steven C. & Cheyenne X.Y.Z. Currall Eamonn & Kathleen Dolan Miriam R. Glock Malcolm W. & Kimberly Harkins Michael W. Maher May Ngaï Seeman

$10,000 – $24,999
Jeff Doherty James F. & Carol Sullivan Nancy Enomoto Nilisha Agrawal Hemant & Deepali Bhargava

$5,000 – $9,999

$1,000 – $4,999
Nilisha Agrawal Roger Akers & Carole Waterman Raymond Austin Kevin & Kim Bacon Wayne & Jacque Bartholomew Hemant & Deepali Bhargava Pheebo Cameron Tara Colombo Perkins John DePiazza Jeff Doherty Nancy Enomoto Vanessa Errecarte

Aimee MBA 01 & Nate Whaley MBA 01 Brian MBA 06 & Dana Woodall MBA 07 Mikhail Zhukov MBA 01

UP TO $999
Anonymous [19] Charles Abernethy MBA 97 Jill Abrams MBA 03 Chuck Abshere MBA 92 Lauren Ackerman Scott Adler MBA 91 Matt Aguilar MBA 12, MPA 13 Shiva Aithal MBA 11 Brian Albert MBA 04 Allon Alday MBA 13 Agustin Alfaro Leighton MBA 03 & Hope Allen Paula Allison MBA 99 Shannon Anderson Pete Anderson MBA Aaron Anguiano MBA 07 Jeff Ansley MBA 09 Charles Anyimi MBA 04 Dr. Donald & Constance Apostle Khuram Arif Rich Armstrong MBA 02 Jon Asmussen Matt Auman MBA 02, MBA 13 Pej Azarm MBA 05 David Baer MBA 86, MBA 90 Regina Ballisteri MBA 01 Prasenjit Banerji Brad Barber Ann Barefield MBA 01 Scott Barker, Jr. MBA 14 Eric Barnes MBA 05, MBA 07 Steve Barnett MBA 10 Suzi Bates Jason Bell MBA 00 Katie Nelson Bell MBA 95 Cynthia Bereit MBA 96 Brian Berry MBA 98 Robert Berry MBA 90, MBA 99 Sean Bertain MBA 07 Anil Bhattragar MBA 10

Luisa Bigornia MBA 11 Kamal Bilal Dave Bise MBA 14 Louis Bishop MBA 07, MPA 14 Guy Blanchard MBA 02, MBA 98 Jason Blum MBA 06 Cindy MBA 94 & Rich Bollini MBA 94 Ed Bondoc MBA 03 Terrence Boyd MBA 14 Steven Brass Rob Bremaught MBA 98 Chris Briley MBA 14 Todd Brockman MBA 93 Mark Brooks MBA 99 Alex Brown MBA 11 Chris Brunger MBA 08 Gerrit Buddingh MBA 05, MBA 10 Jim Bui MBA 11 Aaron Burda MBA 07 David Burns MBA 03 Jamie Butler MBA 10 Rich Buxton MBA 03 David Cain MBA 13 Sarah Candy Craig Caplinger MBA 85, MBA 94 Adrienne Capps Cammi Cardon MBA 12 Chris Carlsson MBA 12 Jennifer L. MBA 00 & Dan Carnine MBA 00 Aaron Carpenter MBA 94, MBA 98 Tres Carpenter MBA 03 & Dana Letson Carpenter MBA 03 Jessica Carter MBA 08 Collin Casper MBA 08 Marcus Castillo MBA 08 Vinny Catalano MBA 97 Eugene Ceccoli Lee R. & Eva J. Ceccoli Marie Chaussin MBA 04 Mitch Chan MBA 97 Mananya Chansanchai MBA 09 Colleen Chanthavone MBA 04 Herman Chao MBA 00 Marianne Chatterton MBA 03 Dan Chau MBA 02 Ojas Chauhan Kimberly Chavarrria MBA 14 Elena Chavez Carey MBA 10 Anthony Chen MBA 05 Even Chen MBA 08 Christine Chen MBA 09 Cynthia Chen MBA 14 Sijja Chen MBA 14 Wei-Ling Cheng MBA 10 Christine Cheung MBA 04, MBA 11 Thomas Chiang MBA 14 Aaron Chin MBA 00
We strive to ensure accuracy when listing benefactors who made gifts and pledges from July 1, 2013, through June 30, 2014. If there is an error or you wish to make a change, please call (530) 754-6939.